
Reem Island's Marina Square welcomes 
Géant Supermarket to the community  
More than 8000 residents in Marina Square enjoy the ease of access to Geant's Supermarket. 

19 December 2013, Abu Dhabi, UAE: French supermarket chain Géant this week opened its third Abu 
Dhabi store in the heart of Marina Square, Reem Island. The supermarket is the latest retail outlet to 
open in the community and comes in a series of planned openings for Q4 2013 in the Marina Square 
area. 

Marina Square, developed by Tamouh on Reem Island, is currently home to more than 8000 residents 
and is steadily becoming a vibrant community hub, attracting visitors to the area with the combination 
of facilities and its outdoor activities. Paragon Bay mall, a paramount development, lies at the centre of 
the pedestrian-friendly neighbourhood, and will become home to 85 retail shops, 25 food and beverage 
outlets and a five-screen cinema when complete. 

The 2,680 square metre Géant outlet is the third to open in Abu Dhabi and it will join already open 
chains in the mall area including O'Hara Flowers and United Arab Bank, with three further commercial 
outlets set to open Soon. 

Samia Bouazza, Marketing Director of Tamouh, comments: 

"Marina Square is already abuzz with community atmosphere, with residents having most of their needs 
within walking distance of their home, encouraging a walking culture and enabling them to make the 
most of their leisure or free time. With the number of residents steadily increasing, our priority at 
Tamouh is to ensure that all residents have the best services and facilities on their doorstep. The 
addition of Géant Supermarket to the area will certainly provide added value to this growing 
community." 

Marina Square, offers residents a community focussed lifestyle. Its close proximity to Abu Dhabi down 
town, distinctive waterfront location and availability of parking space makes it an ideal choice for 
residents looking to stay central without the hustle of city life. 

Paragon Bay mall, currently under construction, will feature a waterfront promenade that will offer a 
Yacht Club and outdoor entertainment. 
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